
Washington DC Private Party

About Washington DC

Bordering Maryland and Virginia, Washington DC is located on the Potomac River and
is the capital of the United States. Iconic architecture and monuments can be found
throughout the city offering visitors insight into the nation’s history as well as offering
unique and one-of-a-kind venues to suit any occasion. With its neoclassic feel and style,
the city offers stunning locations to host a wide array of events including weddings,
birthdays, or private parties.

Not only is Washington DC home to historical buildings and beauty, but it also houses
famous museums and art centers such as the Kennedy Center for performing arts and
the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History. Well-known locations such as the
Washington Monument, and Ford’s Theatre can also awe and entertain visitors with
their rich history that has inspired the nation. Having so many locations within the city
allows for a large selection of venues to host events and parties of any size or occasion,
from reunions to small-scale private parties, Washington DC offers choices that cover
just about anything a party needs.

Private Party Options in Washington DC

Regardless of size, theme, or reason, Washington DC provides a selection of
professional companies that can provide services essential to throw a successful
get-together. Covering everything from food, to photos and transportation, the city is
filled with eager talent ready to make any event stand out and become one worthy of
remembrance.

● Caterers
Local and national favorites alike can be found hot, fresh, and delivered to any
event or party. Offering a variety large enough to cover the pickiest of eaters
makes feeding guests simple, and convenient.

● Decorators
Bringing parties and social gatherings to life through the use of creative
decorations can help make any gathering memorable. From historically themed
birthdays to upscale private parties, professional decorators can transform a
venue into a work of art.



● Transportation
Traffic, road work, and unknown territory can make it difficult for guests to
navigate unknown cities. Providing transportation options to get everyone around
safely and efficiently can help alleviate the headache and take some weight off of
everyone’s shoulders.

● Photographers
Seeing a friend or family member in an Abraham Lincoln outfit is something no
one would want to forget, recruiting a photographer can help ensure that all the
special moments and laughs can live on and be remembered for a lifetime.

● Unique Entertainment
Music, laughter, and one-of-a-kind performances can help set the atmosphere
and turn any gathering into something that is talked about years down the road.
Local talent such as bands, comedians, and even reenactors can help ensure
that guests are entertained and impressed.

Event Planning Companies in Washington DC

● Evoke Design & Creative
As a luxury design and event planning company for over 25 years, Evoke Design
& Creative strives to deliver high-quality, memorable events of all sizes for any
occasion.

● CBD Meetings & Custom Designed Events
As a full-service event planning company that has planned in over 8 countries
around the world, CBD offers services for everything such as nonprofits,
diplomats, and individual private parties alike.

● The DC Event Planner
Everything from logistics, operations, and everything in-between, The DC Event
Planner offers an array of services that focus on making dream events become a
reality.

● Simply Breathe Events
Featured in Martha Stewart Weddings, BRIDES, and Washington Weddings,
Simply Breathe Events is passionate about making special occasions just that.
From start to finish, their eye for detail and perfection is what makes Simply
Breathe one of Washington DC’s top event planning companies.



Pros and Cons of Having a Private Party in
Washington DC

Pros

● Cultural Diversity
With people from around the world living in the city, everything from art to food is
diverse and unique. Experiencing a vast array of cultural traditions and dishes is
an easy everyday adventure.

● Beautiful Scenery
From the neoclassic architecture and beautiful monuments to the open fields and
park spaces, Washington DC has a unique and stunning beauty to it that can’t be
found anywhere else.

● More Than Enough History
As the capital of the United States, history from the nation's past can be learned
and experienced around every corner. With famous museums and national
landmarks scattered throughout the entire city, it’s easy to learn the nation's
history.

● Public Transportation
The public transportation system is an efficient and easy way for visitors and
locals alike to traverse the city. Whether it’s sightseeing the famous monuments
or commuting to and from work, the transportation system offered in the city
makes traveling a breeze.

● Family Entertainment
Museums and parks are easy to find, providing family-friendly entertainment that
can be both educational and enjoyable for all ages.

Cons

● Horrible Traffic
Driving through downtown can be a hassle, with tourists, locals commuters, and
road work, commuting throughout the city can be a major hassle.



● Basic Living Expenses
Washington DC is an expensive area to live and visit, everyday costs of food, gas
and other items/services are more expensive here than in the surrounding cities.

● Humid Summers
The city experiences very muggy humid summers, making it uncomfortable for
some to be outdoors and enjoying the many sights that the city has to offer.

● Tourists Around Every Corner
Between its history and famous monuments, the city is a beacon for tourists.
Large crowds and extended wait times are an everyday struggle within the city
and its many attractions.

Famous Private Party Locations in Washington DC

Despite the reason for traveling to Washington DC, the city offers entertainment, history,
and educational attractions to all who visit. From younger children to the older
generations, the city has something for everyone to experience and enjoy.

● Ford’s Theatre
A historic performing arts theatre that gained infamy and fame from the
assassination of President Abraham Lincoln, this historic theatre is both
entertaining as well as educational.

● John F. Kennedy Center For The Performing Arts
The primary venue for both modern and classical performance shows such as
ballet, jazz, theatre and more can be enjoyed at his renowned performing arts
location.

● Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History
Famous for its large variety of natural wonders, the Smithsonian Museum is a
fantastic way to spend the day delving into the past with family and friends.

● The White House
The iconic home of the United States president, the White House can be viewed
and admired from the nearby streets making it a wonderful backdrop for family
photos.
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